COUNCIL ON EXCELLENCE (COE)

Our forté is areté!
The pursuit of excellence requires goodness, active merit, good service, distinction, and moral virtue to reach the highest human potential.
“Who are we? Where do we come from? Where are we going?”

- MYC review & recommendations
- Outstanding Professor Award
- Minnie Stevens Piper Award oversight
- Professional Travel oversight
- UTD Scholarship for Faculty recommendations to SVP
What is COE’s role?
ENGENDER / EMPOWER / ENCOURAGE / EVALUATE
EXCELLENCE

SIGN CONFIDENTIALITY WAIVER
What happens in COE stays in COE
What’s in each MYC packet?

- Self-evaluation form
- Board Report form
- 4 long-semesters of student evals
- 2 yearly performance appraisals
- 2 class visit evaluations
- signature page
What distinguishes the BEST from the rest? What makes a faculty member EXCELLENT???

- Teaching is at the heart of what it means to be an excellent faculty member.

- Continual professional development enhances knowledge & connections.

- Opportunities for college service allow faculty to contribute in meaningful ways to the overall success of the college.
What is the heart of EXCELLENT teaching?

EXCELLENT teachers...

- facilitate learning
- convey the fundamental body of knowledge in their field
- show students how to apply concepts and provide evidence to demonstrate knowledge
- stimulate and challenge students to explore and expand their intellect
EXCELLENT teachers...

✓ teach how to critique, analyze, and build upon a particular body of knowledge
✓ respond to the differing educational needs of a diverse student body
✓ apply contemporary research and employ innovative methods
✓ provide effective feedback and evaluation
Council on EXCELLENCE